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ABSTRACT

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN DECISION MAKING AMONG EMPLOYEES IN THE
SELECTED PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS IN BINTULU, SARAWAK.

Not only decision making is essential to achieve the goals, missions and visions of the organization,
but the involvement of emotional intelligence also vitally important throughout the whole process as
there are more facets to pay attention to. The aim of this research is to explore emotional intelligence
in decision making among employees in the selected private organizations in Bintulu, Sarawak. This
research is a qualitative study and semi-structure interview was used to obtain information from the
informants. Using purposive sampling, three informants were purposively selected to be participated
in this research. The gathered information were analyzed using content analysis method. The result
indicated that all the informants are aware of their own strengths, weaknesses, noticed that their
feelings affect their action in decision making and they were able to identify situations that can arouse
strong emotions in themselves. Moreover, the informants were able to state benefits of recognizing
their self-awareness and social awareness in decision making at the workplace. They thinks that it is
important to perceive and see things from the perspective of others when making decision. Findings
revealed that they believed that it is important to pay attention to people and they also decided to take
any unwritten rules. The informants not only aware of any factors that can inhibit them from using
emotional intelligence in decision making, but they also stated several major challenges and suggested
solution on how to resolve the challenges when using emotional intelligence in decision making. The
informants commented it is possible to use emotional intelligence in decision making at the workplace
1

although there may be some challenges and they addressed suggestions on how to make more effective
decision by using emotional intelligence.

Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Decision Making, Employees, Qualitative, Benefits
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ABSTRAK

KEBIJAKSANAAN EMOSI DALAM PEMBUATAN KEPUTUSAN DALAM KALANGAN PEKERJA
DI ORGANISASI-ORGANISASI SWASTA YANG TERPILIH DI BINTULU, SARAWAK.

Bukan sahaja pembuatan keputusan penting untuk mencapai tujuan, misi dan visi organisasi, tetapi
penglibatan kebijaksanaan emosi juga sangat penting sepanjang keseluruhan proses kerana terdapat
banyak aspek yang perlu diambil perhatian. Tujuan penyelidikan ini adalah untuk meneroka
kebijaksanaan emosi dalam pembuatan keputusan dalam kalangan pekerja di organisasi-organisasi
swasta yang terpilih di Bintulu, Sarawak. Penyelidikan ini merupakan kajian kualitatif dan temu bual
separa struktur telah digunakan untuk mendapatkan maklumat daripada informan. Dengan
menggunakan persampelan bertujuan, tiga informan telah dipilih secara sengaja untuk terlibat dalam
penyelidikan ini. Maklumat yang diperoleh telah dianalisis dengan menggunakan kaedah analisis
kandungan. Hasil kajian menunjukkan bahawa semua informan sedar akan kekuatan, kelemahan
mereka, menyedari bahawa perasaan mereka mempengaruhi tindakan mereka dalam membuat
keputusan dan mereka dapat mengenal pasti situasi yang dapat membangkitkan emosi yang kuat
dalam diri mereka. Selain itu, para informan dapat menyatakan faedah-faedah dalam mengenali
kesedaran diri dan kesedaran sosial dalam membuat keputusan di tempat kerja. Mereka berpendapat
bahawa ia adalah penting untuk melihat sesuatu dari perspektif orang lain ketika membuat keputusan.
Hasil kajian mendapati bahawa para informan percaya ia adalah penting untuk memerhatikan orang
lain dan mereka juga memutuskan untuk mengambil perhatian terhadap peraturan yang tidak tertulis.
Para informan tidak hanya menyedari faktor-faktor yang dapat menghalang mereka daripada
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menggunakan kebijaksanaan emosi dalam pembuatan keputusan, tetapi mereka juga menyatakan
beberapa cabaran utama dan mencadangkan jalan penyelesaian bagaimana menyelesaikan cabaran
ketika menggunakan kebijaksanaan emosi dalam pembuatan keputusan. Para informan memberi
komen bahawa ia adalah tidak mustahil untuk menggunakan kebijaksanaan emosi dalam pembuatan
keputusan di tempat kerja walaupun mungkin terdapat beberapa cabaran dan mereka mengemukakan
cadangan bagaimana membuat keputusan yang lebih berkesan dengan menggunakan kebijaksanaan
emosi.

Kata kunci: Kebijaksanaan Emosi, Pembuatan Keputusan, Pekerja, Kualitatif, Faedah-faedah
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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW OF STUDY
1.0 Introduction
In this chapter, it comprises of the background of study and the problems of research that arises
in comparing the previous and current research on emotional intelligence in decision making. The
research problem enhanced the objectives to study on emotional intelligence in decision making.
Finally, research questions, research framework, significance of the study, definition of terms and
limitations of study were discussed.

1.1 Background of Study
Nowadays, decision making is essential in daily life as everyone has to make decisions at least
once a day. According to Shahsavarani and Marzabadi (2015), decision making is a cognitive process
in which it will result in choosing the most suitable choice among several available options. This
choice then can be an action or idea that will be used in day-to-day operation. Generally, an individual
will involve with decision making throughout their entire lives as it helps them to determine their
future path in both personal and work life. Decision making not only imperative in living day-to-day
life, but it is important for employees or organization in managing their business. In this competitive
business world, both employees and employers are under tremendous pressure to cope with neverending demand from clients and each of them have their own role in order to sustain the continuity of
the organization. The pressure and demands that keep on increasing sometime force them to make an
immediate decision that may change the future situation.
Decision making can be referred as a process that involving several phases or steps of problem
recognition, gather valuable information, create alternatives, and select the best option from those
5

alternatives consistent with specific goals and preferences. Markic (2009) points out that decision
making is a rational process in which reasons were used to reach practical decision and achieve specific
goals. People often familiarized themselves with the usual decision making process that they use in
their daily life. Moreover, as there is many research done on decision making, different research shows
that the decision made by human can be affected by intuition and emotional responses. The abilities
of self-identify and regulate the feelings assists employees to make betterment in decision making.
This is due to the fact that they are able to understand their own emotions and feelings better than
anyone else. This also applicable for every organizational members as they have to monitor and
manage not only their own feelings and emotions, but they have to aware of others too, so that the
process of decision making can be managed effectively and efficiently. Employees who knows how
to handle with their own feelings and emotions are more likely to have better opportunities in
controlling situations more proactively and effectively. Becoming emotionally intelligence individuals
aids the employee to navigate them in decision making process, improve their job performance and
thus enhance their quality of life.
Emotional intelligence (EI) was introduced in 1990 and since then the evolution of EI models
and research has increased significantly. Emotional Intelligence (EI) has created a wide-ranging
interest scientifically and overshadow other classical psychological concepts, namely personality and
Intelligent Quotient concepts. As stated by Mohan (2003), emotional intelligence is a combination of
an insight into emotional and cognitive capacities of an individual, communication styles, empathy
and motivation that leads to personal optimism, inter-personal convergence and organizational
excellence (cited by Goleman & Cherniss, 2001). Based on Mehta and Singh (2013), emotional
intelligence has been related to several types of variables such as personality, stress, academic tasks
and achievement, conflict and leadership. Emotional intelligence as a term was asserted when people
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began realizing that having a high intelligence, aware of how they are feelings and able to regulate the
feelings will help them to make better decision. Nowadays, demands such as proper thought and
actions are more relevant as it important to choose the best alternatives in making essential decisions
(Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 2011). Thus, emotional intelligence plays a vital role in influencing people
to make right decisions.
Emotional intelligence is also crucial in developing cohesiveness, especially in group learning
styles as it helps to nurture the capabilities of the trainees. The capabilities manipulated by emotions
also enhance the group to be more successful in their work. In addition, emotional intelligence has
brings huge impact in making decision. Côté (2013) claimed that both big corporations and small
businesses needs emotional intelligence in order for them to nurture their employees, generate optimal
profitability and enhances the emotional maturity of the employees. The organization involved in
cultivating and practising the culture of emotional intelligence in making effective decision have the
advantages in improving the productivity and enhancing the performance of their organization.
Although decision making is needed to achieve the goal and vision of the organization, emotional
intelligence also essential in taking part throughout the whole process as there are more facets to pay
attention to.
Private organization can be referred to the corporation or business provider that independently
operated run by individual and companies. Most of the private organization are operated with the
intention to make profits. It is also a huge contributor economically to the country. Besides, private
organization can be a non-federal body in which they implements self-sustaining plan and it is
challenging for them to strive in the competitive business world if they unable to sustain the continuity
of the organization. The example of private organization can be in financial service, newspaper
companies, legal firms, aviation, banking, oil plantation, metal production and more. Employees who
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working in private organization have more opportunities in terms of salaries, career choices, career
promotion and benefits. The work environment in private organization can be more demanding that
requires the employees to work for long hours, often prepare for technology advancement, intense
competition, hectic work schedule, and inadequate time for personal lives. Hence, private organization
is an organization that prioritize work culture that assists them in increasing the profit while
maintaining the productivity and quality of their work.

1.2 Problem Statement
In problem statement, several gap will be further discussed as it is important to outline the
problems which will be addressed by this research.
Previous research on emotional intelligence conducted suggested that emotional intelligence
plays an important role in job competency among police officer in Petaling Jaya. The research were
conducted in quantitative research and the result shows that both senior and junior police officer who
have high emotional intelligence also will display high level of job competency. The nature of
emotional intelligence portrayed by senior and junior police officer were different in which senior
police officer were highly influenced by the use of emotion and the nature of emotional intelligence
for junior police officer was contributed by self-emotional appraisal and regulation of emotions. Thus,
this means that there is less research done on using emotional intelligence in decision making among
employees in private organization. Chauhan and Chauhan (2007) also reveals that the managers in top
management have higher level of emotional intelligence and high on decision making compared to the
employees at low level management. It is imperative to learn about how employees in private
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organization can utilize their emotional intelligence in making more effective decision at the
workplace.
Moreover, in public sector, Johar and Shah (2014) claimed that emotional intelligence can be
both direct and indirect effect towards the outcomes needed by the organization in regards to their
employees. This is because the organization can improve the employees’ emotional intelligence by
creating, developing and fostering a favourable condition for their employees to use their emotional
intelligence especially in decision making (Menges, 2012). By showing study in public sector, it shows
that not many study done for employees in private organization. Rezaei, Lorzangeneh and Khedervisi
(2014) in their study at banking sector also shows that with Cronbach’s Alpha, the degree of emotional
intelligence is 97% and it shows that emotional intelligence has positive impacts towards the behaviour
of employee in an organization. This also supported by Vasudevan (2020) as he claimed that emotional
intelligence can improve and develop the behaviour of the employees so that they can enhance their
commitment quality. Rathi (2014) states that emotional intelligence helps employees to be effectively
managing their emotions which enabling them to be the employee that are desired by the organization.
Thus, although there were a list of study conducted regarding emotional intelligence, but most of the
study showed the relationship of emotional intelligence with various aspects. This shows that there is
lack of study that can give more detailed information about emotional intelligence in decision making.
Furthermore, in military sector at California, study of self-efficacy and emotional intelligence
were elaborated. The research were conducted in quantitative research that involved at least 60
respondents for both non-commissioned and commissioned officers. The results portrays that
emotional intelligence and self-efficacy were correlated with each other (Kelly, 2016). This also shows
that there is lack of research done on emotional intelligence in qualitative analysis which could provide
more comprehensive understanding about the emotional intelligence in decision making. Furthermore,
9

the past research conducted in United States of America which involved the qualitative study of
enhancing decision making and its processes by using emotional intelligence skills (Hess &
Bacigalupo, 2011). The study points out that both individuals and organization may be benefitted
through the evolution and application of behavior attributed to emotional intelligence. Decision made
by an individual and the organization itself also can be improved by applying the practical
implementation of emotional intelligence (Hess & Bacigalupo 2011). Although this study were
conducted in qualitative research and were showing that emotional intelligence related to decision
making, but there is lack of research of emotional intelligence in decision making conducted in
Sarawak, Malaysia. By examining the research done on western organizational context, it would give
better insight and information to enable the researcher in conducting the study in non-western context
such as Malaysia itself (Hwa & Amin, 2016).
Last but not least, there was a quantitative research done on the decision making and emotional
intelligence which only focused on undergraduate in private university. In the study, several aspect
such as relationship management, social awareness, self-awareness and gender differences were the
items used to identify the existing of the relationship. The study utilized the use of questionnaire and
by using stratified sampling, 200 respondents were used. Stratified sampling were used to reduce error
and it is a type of probability sampling (Salkind, 2010). Hence, this indicates that the qualitative
research in studying emotional intelligence and decision making is insufficient as the nature and
process of conducting qualitative research is different from quantitative research in terms of the
population size and the data collection methods This study was supported by Saibani, Sabtu,
Muhamad, and Sahari (2013) as they stated that undergraduate students have recorded the marked
increases for the students’ achievement as they have used emotional intelligence in their study. It
displays that achieving numbers of learning outcomes and program learning outcomes contributes to
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the increased of EQ of the students and thus those qualities encourage the students to be more
motivated in their study. As the study shows that the respondent involved is undergraduate in private
university, but there is still lack exploration of the study among employees in private organization.
Harvey and Dasborough (2006) states that emotional intelligence has play an essential role in
management of emotions which it is relevant to be studied among employees as it can influence the
performance, productivity and decision made by the employees. This is because of decision making is
one of the most important managerial function in an organization (Chauhan & Chauhan, 2007).
The purpose of this study is to explore emotional intelligence in decision making among
employees in the selected private organizations in Bintulu, Sarawak. Besides, this study aims to
examine self-awareness and social awareness in decision making among the employees within the
context of Malaysia. In addition, this study aims to identify challenges on using emotional intelligence
in decision making among employee and to find out the suggestions made by the employees in using
their emotional intelligence to make more effective decision in private organization.

1.3 Research Objectives
Both general and specific objective are stated to provide context in the current research study
involving emotional intelligence in decision making.

1.3.1 General Objective:
The general objective is to explore emotional intelligence in decision making among
employees in the selected private organizations in Bintulu, Sarawak.
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1.3.2 Specific Objectives:
The specific objectives are:
RO1: To explore self-awareness in decision making among employees.
RO2: To explore social awareness in decision making among employees.
RO3: To explore the challenges of emotional intelligence in decision making among employees.
RO4: To explore the suggestions in making effective decision by using emotional intelligence.

1.4 Research Questions
RQ1: How do employees in a private organization perceive self-awareness in decision making?
RQ2: How do employees in a private organization make decisions based on their social awareness?
RQ3: What are the challenges of emotional intelligence in decision making among employees?
RQ4: What are the suggestions recommended by the employees in making effective decisions by using
emotional intelligence?
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1.5 Research Framework

Emotional Intelligence
Employees in the

in Decision Making
Semi-structured

Selected Private
Organizations in
Bintulu, Sarawak.

 Self-awareness
 Social
awareness

Interview Guide

Figure 1. Research framework of the study

1.6 Significance of Study
The intended significance of this study is to learn more about emotional intelligence as it can
bring impacts to the employees in the selected private organizations. The organization will have better
understanding on the importance of emotional intelligence in enhancing their productivity. The
findings of the study would provide an important insight that allowing the employees to re-evaluate
themselves and improve their emotional state in making right decision when there is uncertainty exists
in their workplace. Besides, this study would be a fundamental basis for the employees and also human
resource practitioners in private organization on the importance of cultivating emotional intelligence
in making better decision. This is because they should be encouraged to express and manage their
emotions rather than suppressing their emotion. HR Practitioners also needs to have ample knowledge
about emotional intelligence in decision making as this can help them to make better decision in order
for them to provide good resources to both employees and the organization itself. Finally yet
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importantly, a better understanding about emotional intelligence would provide a valuable reference
for others to reflect and refine their emotional intelligence in accordance to make fair yet precise
decisions for themselves and also other employees.

1.7 Limitations of Study
There are several limitations occurred in conducting this research. Firstly, it is difficult to
conduct the research as there is less information or research on emotional intelligence that focus more
on employees in private organizations. Besides, the sample size used in the research is small as the
informants are purposely selected which makes the collated information is limited. Then, it is a nonrepresentative data is used as this is qualitative research and the targeted informants is spread over
wide area. Moreover, it is challenging to conduct the study as there is restrictions of movements due
to certain circumstances that caused the researcher to do interview session through online platform.

1.8 Definition of Terms
In definition of terms, terms such as emotional intelligence, self-awareness, and social
awareness will be explained in more detail. Other than that, decision making also will be elaborated
in using both conceptual definition and operational definition.
1.8.1 Emotional Intelligence
Conceptual Definition: Emotional intelligence can be described as the capability of an individual to
do self-observation and recognize emotions of other people, distinguished, categorize the emotions
differently, thus use the gathered details to manage or control our thinking and behaviour (Mayer &
Salovey, 1990). It also can be interpreted as an ability to notice or acknowledge our feelings and others
14

